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Introduction: The goal of this project was to determine if active learning would improve comprehension of 2 key concepts in “Introduction to Biomedical Engineering (BME)” class. The freshman-level core undergraduate course provides a broad overview of the field of BME and is intended to be taken first in the BME curriculum. Active learning is commonly defined as a method that engages students in the learning process through meaningful activities that require the student to think about what they are doing. This is in contrast to passive learning where students passively receive information from the instructor usually through lectures. Active learning was pursued for the following studies as it is enjoyable, motivating to students (particularly underachieving students), and increases confidence in the course material. The field of genetic engineering is an emerging and exciting area of BME research. The basis of this field is the design of recombinant DNA through plasmids (Pubmed Central has ~ 100,000 research articles on plasmid genetic engineering). Cell culture and plasmid design are included as exciting areas of cellular and molecular biotechnology in the Intro to BME class, however feedback from the students indicated that learning about these concepts in a lecture format was confusing and too theoretical in prior iterations of the class. Therefore, the main objective of this work-in-progress project was to improve comprehension of these 2 key BME techniques (cell culture and plasmid design). To do this, modules were added to increase the interaction with the material, providing an opportunity for students to visualize the process. These modules were designed to provide scaffolding for when students transflect cells and perform cell culture experiments in BME lab (a sophomore level class they take if they chose BME as a major). In prior iterations of this class, only a lecture covered this material. For this iteration the same lecture was given, followed by the interactive modules (all in the same 2 hour class).

Learning objectives:

- Identify and summarize key components required to perform cell culture experiments.
- Describe the functions of various parts of a plasmid.
- Describe the key steps in protein production using recombinant DNA technology.

The hypothesis was that interactive modules would enhance comprehension of cell culture and plasmid design concepts.

Methods: During a class period students performed virtual cell culture experiments in a computer lab. This was done through an online game from ThermoFisher Scientific (through Labster) that introduces students to the cell culture environment (Figure 1). The students play a video game where they make cell culture media, look at mammalian cell morphology under a microscope, learn aseptic technique, thaw frozen cells, learn what biological contamination looks like, calculate cell growth with doubling time, learn cell passaging and counting, and cryopreservation.

Figure 1. Screenshot of the cell culture game available through ThermoFisher Scientific (a Labster game).
In a separate class, students then walked through the design steps of creating a plasmid called “Magneto” (google form), a real plasmid based off the paper by Wheeler et al. The google form was created to guide students through the process where explanations were provided for the students when they chose the wrong answer. Each scenario was designed to provide context on why different aspects of a vector (Figure 2) were important and when you would use them, including: origin of replication, promoter region, reporter gene, selectable marker, restriction sites, multicloning sites, initiation sequence, ribosome binding site, terminator sequence, enhancer sequence, and a protein tag.

Pre and post-module comprehension of cell culture techniques and plasmid design were assessed via canvas modules. Prior to the modules (on the same day, in a 2 hour class period), students were lectured on all of the material covered on the quizzes but were not provided time to study. After students took the pre-module assessment, no feedback was given on whether their answers were correct. The modules were then performed and the same questions were asked in the post-module assessment (taken after the module on the same day).

Cell culture assessments (multiple choice – choices were not included to conserve space):

1. What is the stage of culture where the cells have been directly isolated from the tissue and proliferated under the appropriate conditions until they occupy the available substrate?
2. Why are cell culture hoods used to culture cells?
3. Why is cell culture referred to as in vitro?
4. What pH do most cells grow at?
5. Why is L-glutamine an important amino acid in cell culture?
6. What is the function of phenol red?
7. Adherent cultures should be passaged at what phase?
8. To encourage cell growth, what are the conditions inside of an incubator?
9. Why is sodium bicarbonate added to cell culture media?
10. What is confluency?

Figure 2. Magneto plasmid design problem where students learned about a plasmid that excited neurons with magnets.

Figure 3. The interactive modules enhanced comprehension of key concepts. Canvas quizzes were used to test students on key concepts. Assessment scores (out of 10) significantly improved after the interactive: A) cell culture game (p<0.05, paired t-test, n=49 students) and B) plasmid google form (p<0.05, paired t-test, n=47). Error bars represent standard deviation.
Plasmid design assessments (multiple choice – choices were not included to conserve space):
1. What is a small circular piece of DNA (often found in bacterial cells) called?
2. You want to cut a specific region of DNA and insert your gene of interest. What is the site where you want to insert the DNA called?
3. How will you know if your gene is transfected correctly?
4. To stop the reading of your plasmid, what would you add in?
5. How do you selectively target which cells have taken up your plasmid?
6. Definition of restriction enzymes?
7. Definition of enhancer sequences?
8. Definition of ORI?
9. Definition of multicloning sites?
10. You want to use recombinant DNA technology to create large quantities of insulin. After you have replicated your plasmid in bacteria, what is the next step in obtaining a purified protein?

Results: Prior to the cell culture game the assessment average was 62% (Figure 3). After the game, the post-module assessment improved significantly to 88%. For the plasmid google form, the pre-module assessment average was 73% and improved significantly to 84% on the post-module assessment.

Limitations: There were limitations in the design of the current study that should be improved in subsequent studies. For example, the interactive learning modules were not compared to other pedagogical techniques and therefore it is unclear if this technique conveys content knowledge better than other methods. Another limitation was that time-on-task was not controlled for. A better design would be to split up students into 2 groups (so there would be a control group). Instead of using the students themselves as the benchmark, a separate group of students could spend time watching a video/or studying notes to conclusively determine if time-on-task or active learning was responsible for the enhanced comprehension of key concepts. Finally, another possibility is that repeated exposure to the material could have reinforced concepts in these students.

Discussion: Following the passive learning techniques with an active learning module enhanced comprehension of key concepts related to cell culture and plasmid design. This was likely related to increased engagement of students in the learning process through meaningful activities that required the student to think about what they were doing. These preliminary results suggest that a controlled study, with a better study design to test active learning and its effect on improving learning comprehension of key concepts, is warranted. In future work a student perception survey will also be performed to compare traditional methods of teaching the concepts to the described interactive learning methods.
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